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ABSTRACT 

P1~oduction of 2- 0 + K 0 by 11- 1 s incident on liquid hydrogen has 

been studied ·in the TT mon1.entum region from 1200 to 1400 MeV I c. By 

Ineans of spark chambers, the :6° production angular distribution and 

polarization have been measured at four incident TI m01nenta. Signifi-

P 0 7 A+.33 • h k d cant polarization, uA L = - . 1._. 25 , ex1sts in t e bac war hcn1.isphcre 

of 2:: 0 production in the TI- momentum region from 1300 to 1350 MeVIc. 
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at the downstrearn end of a bending 1nagnet (see Fig. 1), which eli s-

persed the bearn so th<H in1.ages of the internal target for various n1.o-

menta were spread along the axis of the liquid-hydrogen target. The :-rio- 1 

menturn of each bearn particle could be determ.ined by rneasuring tracks 

in beam-defining spark charnbers placed at the entrance and exit of the 

bending rnagnet. 

The detectors for the secondaries were two coaxial sen1.icylindrical 

spark chan1.bers viewed axially. Stereo information was provided by 

photographing spark images obtained by reflection of light circumfer

entially around the gaps. 
7 

(See Fig. 2.) The plates were 0.003-]n. 

thick, hand-polished aluminum foil. A 1/16-in. -thick lead plate be-

tween the inner four-gap and outer six-gap cha1nbers effected the con

version of y-rays from the :6° -> A 0 + y decays. Spark resolution wa.s 

0. 75 mm for tracks normal to the spark-chamber plates, 

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that a bona fide event 1s expected to 

lead to six charged particles in the final state, with two of them (elc~ctron 

pair) very close together. The triggering logic therefore demanded 

simultaneously (a) an incident pion, identified by scintillation and 

Cerenkov counters in the beatn., and (b) five or more ·time-coincident 

particles emerging from the hydrogen targeL This latter requiren1.cnt 

was accompli'shed by surrounding the spark chambers with an array of 

48 continuous scintillation counters whose signals provided the inputs 

to an adder-discriminator. 

Figure 2 shows the experimental apparatus. Views of the various 

charnbers have been taken fnm1. a photograph of an aetna] event and super-

imposed on the drawing. Sparks appeared to be twice as intense in the 
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direct view of the sernicylindrical chambers as in the stereo view. lienee, 

neutral-density filters were used to equalize apparent spark intensities. 

The system. was designed to rninirnize systernatic errors in 

several ways: the liquid hydrogen target, spa.rk chan1bers, and de

tecting counters had both up-down and left-right synnnetry. The spark 

chamber electrode supports and the fiducial boxes were accurately 

machined, and machined fiducial markings permitted optical alignment 

of the mirrors and spark cham.bers with the camera boresight. Im

perfections in the chambers could cause local but not systen1atic spark 

position errors. {Spark broadening from snlall im.perfections was ob

served.) Symmetry between the two possible inlages oi some sp3.rks in 

the stereo view provided a good test for systen1atic errors. None was 

observed. Large scale optical distortions {e. g. those distortions 

caused by the field lenses) were corrected using the accurately located 

fiducials recorded on each frame. 

III. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS 

Fr01n 1. 2 nlillion photographs, 304 unambiguous ~° K 0 events 

were o~tained. The 1l. 0 and K 0 decay vertices were not usually in the 

visible region of the charnbers, so it was most practical to measure 

every event with four charged secondaries and an apparent conversion 

pair, unless the four tracks formed a star or a kinem.atically irnpossiblc 

configuration. Hence an event was measured if it had four tracks kine

matically consistent with production of a neutral pair at a point in the 

!J.ydrogen target, plus gamtna conversion electrons emerging fronl a 

point in the lead. The only events excepted were stars; the scanner 
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rejected these if extensions of all four scconcla1·y tracks and the bcarn 

pion track passed through a 1/8-in . .:.cliam circle. This procedu1·e pre-

vented loss of events from judg1nent errors in scanning. 

The SCAMP digitized measuring projectors with magnetic-tape 

storage were used for the film measurements. 

It should be noted that in this cylindrical geonH?.try the straight 

particle tracks do n,ot in general apipear straight in the stereo view, 

where the sparks are seen after tangential reflections. The track 

images are sections of hyperbolas. Most tracks, however, appeared 

nearly sfraight, and were reconstructed by using the tangents at both 

ends of each track image. 

There was sufficient information to do an overall 1C fit. How-

ever, to Ininimize programrning proble1ns a sin1.plified procedure, adc-

quate to eliminate backgrow1d, was adopted. Each measured event was 

checked for consistency and for rough kinematical fit. The approxi

mately 710 events surviving these preliminary checks were subjected. 

to a X 
2 

test. The chosen -x 2 
function was based on a simple fitting 

procedure which iteratively adjusted the angles of the four tracks from 

the A 0 and K 0 decays. Because the mornenturn and position of the 

incident pion were accurately measured and because the kinernatical 

fit is insensitive to the y-ray pararneters, these tracks were not ad-

justed in the fitting procedure. 
2 

The X function us eel was 

L: 
i = 1, 4 

[(!i-=-~~-)2 + 
·0'. (0.) 

. l 1 

( 1) 

where <n ° and 8. 0 are re::;pectiveh· the mea~;ur.cd azinntt.h and dip 
~ i 1 J 

angles of the i_th track, (1 ~ i ~ 4), \i?1. and 0. are thE: <tdj·usted <l.nr!lr~s, 
l " 

• 

~, 
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and the angular uncertainties p. and CJ. were estj1na.ted as functi011s 
1 1 

of plate-to-track angles in clip and azim.uth from measured values 6£ 

spark scatter and width; other errors were assun1ecl to be negligible 

by com paris on. For exam.ple cr. varies fron1 
1 

2.2 deg in dip angle at 

zero clip angle to 4,8 deg at a 4.5-cleg dip angle; and p. 1s 2,2 deg in 
1 

azimuth for a radial track and 3.3 cleg for a track at 45 deg to a radius. 

These examples apply to tracks seen only in the inner 4-gap charnber; 

errors were smaller for tracks seen in both cha1nbers. 

The distribution in X 
2 

obtained for all events was as expected 

except that it included an excess of events with relatively large v;:tlues 

for, X 
2

• Efforts to associate X 
2 

dependence with particular track 

geometry or ofher variables were unsuccessful, with one exception. 

It was found that large X 
2 

was often correlated with events in which 

the scattering angle in the lead predicted for at least one secondary was 

larger, than the assumed n1easuring error. When events with a predicted 

scattering angle (based on a fit or near fit) larger than the measurement 

error were remeasured using the inner (unscattered) portion of the track 

only, the X 
2 

distribution improved somewhat. 

Approximately one-s eve nth of the measured events were accepLable 

for the 2: 0 polarization analysis. Of the events that failed to pass as 

~° K 0
• approximately half were judged to have gross qualitative defects 

that rnade questionable their original selection by scanners, The rest 

were attributed mainly to stars with single secondary scatterings and to 

events with tnultiplc bear:n track::; (the beam. chambers had better tim,~ 

resolution than the semi-·cylinclric.ll charnbcrs). 



To avoid various scanning and triggering biasc::; for the clif-

fercntial eros s- section analysis, a ge01netrical cutoff was irnpos eel. 

About 3/5 of the sample for the polarization rneasurcme.nt survived 

the cutoff and were used for the differential cross -section analysis. The 

detectimi efficiency of the systern, which was particularly low for for

ward 2: 0 production, was evaluated with a lvfonte Carlo c01nputer pro-

gram as a function of hyperon <:;enter-of-m_ass (c. m_,) production angle 

and pion beam momentum; the results were used to correct the observed 

. angular distributions to obtain the angular distributions presented here. 

In the method used, a :?~°K 0 event for a particula.r produc!iun 

angle was generated, based on ranclo1n nnrnber selection of the :?.: 0 pro-, 

duction point in the target, ::::° K 0 production plane orientation, a.nd 

·A 0 ·and K 0 pa-th lengths, decay azimuths, and polar angles. With all 

the tracks thus determined in space, the geometry of the chambers and 

counters determined whether the event would have been detected. The 

Monte Carlo-ge!}erated events that satisfied the detection geometry were 

2 
analyzed by the fitting progran1 to detennine X values for every possible 

assignment of track labels. Ambiguities are possible in the ~ 0 and A 0 

decay angles, as well as in particle identification, particularly because 

there is no indication of the ch:1rgc or nlOJncntum of individu;ll p-;~ rticle:-;, 

Unambiguous cases only (i.e. , unambiguous within our res olut:ion) we rc 

included in the final samples of both Monte Carlo and real events. The 

only oversimplifications made in this analysis are (a) errors in track 

-measurement were neglected in the Monte Carlo events before analysis 

by the fitting"program, and (b) in the analysis of the angul::t.r di:;tributions 

the 2:: 0 1 s were as sutned, to be unpolarizecl. This latter as smnption cou1tl 

• 

' I • 

• 
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not alter significantly tlw angubr distri.huli.ons bec:wf;c of the E;yrn111c1i·r 

of the experi1nental apparatus a.nd the· insensitivity of onr detection effici-

ency to the Z 0 polarization. 

Background was studied with the Monte Carlo progra1n for varj

ous types of events that could sirnulate ~°K0 • Events generated in this 

way were tested for ~°K0 fit. In this manner the probability that 

A ° K 0n° could simulate ~° K 0 was found to be ~ 20%. Hence A ° K 0 n° 

background was judged not to be troublesome because {a) the A 01 s are 

not likely to be polarized in a way that would distort the apparent 1:'0 

polarization, and {b) the A ° K 0 n° cross section is low {"" 0. 01 mb 

at these energies). We estimate that there was less than 1o/o A 0 I<. 0 n° 

contamination. 

Produ.::tion of A ° K 0 plus an accidental y- ray could sin1ulate 

~° K 0
• Such background would be particularly troublesome because the 

A 0 polarization could distort the apparent :L: 0 polarization. The 

measurement of single beam tracks at high intensity showed less than 

io/o of these events with tracks resembling y-ray conversions. The 

Monte Carlo analysis shows that the probability that A ° K 0 y simt~1ated 

L:° K 0 is 15%; hence contarnination £ro1n such events should be 

.$ 0.15o/o. 

- + - 0 - + - . ' Conta1nination by pn TT 1T n and pn TT n y were estimated to 

be insignificant because of the small production cross sections involved. 

The selected events were t~sted for anornalies that would indic1t'" 

biases or scanning inconsistencies. The spatial distribution of aH 

measured part_icle tracks was inspected for irregularities and wa.s 

compared with a. l'vfonte Carlo calculation of the expected distr1bution. 
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The intersections of all n1casurecl tracks with the counter array were 

calculated'; analysis showed ih.'1l there were no biases frmn coulitcr 

inefficiencies. The A 0 angular distribution :in the L: 0 c. rn. systen1 

was found to be isotropic as expected. The observed pion angula.r distri-· 

bution in the K 0 c. m. syste1n for the experi1nental san1ple agreed well 

with that predicted from the corresponding Monte Carlo sample. The 

distribution of the bearri-interaction points in the target was also as 

expected. Aside from a failure of the scanne.rs to detect L-ug~ scat-

terings in the lead, as noted above, the only scanning biar~ found was 

against events with a decay in the spark chan1bers. This bias was 

found and corrected by eliminating the events that decay in the cham.bers 

from both Monte Carlo and real events. 

The polarization analysis used a maxi1num-J.ikelib.ood function 

based on A 0 decay as an analyzer. In particular, the A polarization is 

(3) 

where .fz is the L: 0 polarization and k is the direction of the decay 

,. · y ray in the L:: 0 c. r:h. system. The A 0 -decay angular distribution is 

given by 

1(8) = (1/2) (1 + aA PA cos 8) ( 1) 

where e is the angle in the A 0 c. m. systcn1 between the direction of 

A 0 polarization and the momentum of the decay pion; the experirncntal 

8 9 value ' of aA is -0.62±.05. 

The likelihood function used was 

where i clcnot.::::> the ith event, 

k ) ) 
11 A 

,. 
k. is the y-:ray nlOIYJL~Jltl.ll'll from 

1 

(5) 

• 

.. 
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... ... 
Eq. (3}, N. 

1 
is the direction of -~)~;' k

1
,. is the m.on1cnturn of the dce<'Ly 

pion, and the outer subscripts refl:r to the appropriate rest syslcm for 

computing each kinerna.tic factor. Errors associated with values of 

aA Pz found. in this way were taken to be the half-widths of the likeli

hood functions at e -
1

/
2 

of the maxim. urn heights., 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Total Cross Section 

The distribution in pion beam mom.enturn of all events, is shown 

in Fig. 3. The average production cross section for these events i.s 

220±20 f.Lb, in excellent agrcern.ent with Dinforcl 1 
:=-; valtll::s of 26·1J .. ~:-J, 

229±20, and 209±25 ~1b at p = 1235, 1277, and 1326 McV/c rct;pcct.ively. 
10 

1T 

For our data it was im:possible to rneasure the energy dcpendenc~ of the 

production cross section, because the mornentun1 distribution of our in-

cident beam was not well known. 

B. Angular Distribution 

Our angular distributions, along with those of other expcri.-

10-12 
menters, are shown in Fig. 4. The sm.ooth curves represent 

cosine power-series fits. Although satisfactory fits with lower order 

were obtained in some cases, the third-order fits are shown because 

these were alway.:; satisfactory and never worse than the lowcr-orclt.:r fits, 

and because it is thereby possible to compare our data with Binford's 

at 1225 MeV /c and above, where third order was required. For purposes 

of comparison, our anguJar distribu'~ions have been norrnalized tu 2.21~ ~tb 

at 1275 MeV/c and to 225 ~1b at 1325 and 1365 MeV/c. 
13 

Table lli::;ts 

the coodnc-scries coefficient..:; as fltn.ctions of bc;Lnt motnv~JJI.Un1 (~;,:.:c I,'i!> S). 
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C. Polarization 

Figure 6 shows the 1: 0 polarization as a function of the c. rr1. 

production angle of the :0° with the events divided into four n1.orncntur,1 

d d. . l b' w 1 h "' 0 l . . ·bins an two pro uctwn ang e 1ns. e no:e t 1.at t e ,_, po a n~atlon 

averaged mrer all events is very s1nall. .Statistically significant poLui-

zation is seen, however, in the b.lckward hem.isphere of ..... ~o d . 
L' pro. UCl.l0'1 

13 2 5 M VI h 1 b . :1 . p 0 71 +. 3 3 
at e c; t e va.u·':'! o tan1e( 1s aA 2::~ =- . __ 25 

The errors 

are statistical only. 

D. Discussion 

3 . 
The existence in the distribution at 1225 MeV/ c of large cos 0 

terms that are not present at 11.70 MeV/ c has bcc1i attJ·ibuted by 

Binford 
10 

to interference of s 1; 2 and £7/ 2 amplitudes. The £7/ 2 

amplitude is assumed to be large because of the 1920-MeV N;';2. • 
(T = 3/2) resonance, which is centered at 1480 MeV /c in Tl- mon'lenturn 

and has a half-width of 200 MeV /c. With a partial-wave analysis using 

s, p, and d waves only, Carayannopoulous et al. find a similar change 

in the odd-cosine series coefficients between 1111 and 1206 MeV/c 

in rr + + p - z+ + K+ (pure T = 3/ 2). 
14 

This seems to support 

Binford's interpretation. The angular distributio:tls found in the present 

experiment also support Binford's interpretation, because the odd-cosine-
• 

series coefficients continue to dominate up to 1376 MeV /c. We note, how- ~-' 

ever, that the L 0 p-::>larization seems to change rapidly in the 1200-1400 

MeV/ c region~ Figure 7 shows the foreward- backward asymmetry (the 

difference between P"' .. averaged over the forward henliSI)hcre and P 
~ L 

averaged o.ver the backward hen1.ispl:J.ere.) Although the data arc not 

statistically con'lpelling, this function appears to va;ry greatly with 

energy-. Because the polarization is not likely to vary rapidly with 



.. 
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energy if the angular distribcltion is_ do1ninatecl by a single interference 

term. involving a broad re-sonance, the data suggest that the inter<Lction 

m.ay be rnore complicated than sirn_ple interfcTence. 
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Table I. 

Momentum 
(MeV/c) 1129 1170 

b Refe!'ence .Binford a Anderson ----·-
Ao 13.2±1.4 12.8±1.5 

A1 0.72±2.0 3. 8±2. 2 

A2 22. 8±4. 1 zo. 8±4.3 

A3 

A4 

As 
No. of 738 322 
events 

No:- n1.al-
ization 

262±15 248 

a. Reference 10. 

b. Reference 11. 

c. Refe:-ence 12. 

d. Not a m.easured cross section. 

\ •• 

Coefficients of cosine power-series fits for 'TT- +_E_...~o + Ko. 

1235 1277 1275 1325 1326 1365 
Binford a Binford a This Exp' t. This Exp 1 t. Binford a This Exo' t ---- --- ____ ..___. 

14. 2±2.2 13. 3±1,8 17.7±5.7 . 13.4±3.0 12.6±2.2 1 s_. 5±3.6 

17. 7±6.1 24.1±5. 8 8.1±15. 9 23. 3±9. 7 19.0±7.3 19:9±11.8 

20.4±6.6 14. 8±4. 8 1.4±23. 9 13.4±11. 6 12.1±5. 9 7,0±11.8 

-32,2±9.5 -42.2±9.5 -24.2±37.1 - 33.5±19.2 -34.8±12.0. -36.8±22.8 

257 315 44 78 168 50 

264±25 229±20 228d 225d 209±25 225d 

e~~ ~ 

1.605 
Schvvartzc 

4.4±1.2 

o. 7±6. 3 

12±11 

49±29 

6±15 

- 77±29 

117 

121 

,_,. 
,_:::.. 
I 

c 
n 
;"~ 

L' 
,_,. 
0 
c 
cr:. 
'-!::; 

~7) 

~~ 

< 
r..,; 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Plan view of apparatus anu optical arrangement. 

Fig. 2. Schematic uiagr;:un of counters and sp::u·k ch:unbcrs, with;~ 

photogr~tph of an event supcrirnpo:>ecL 

Fig. 3. Momentum. histogram of incident n ·for events used in the 

angular-distribution analysis and total-cross- section calcu-

lation. 

Fig. 4· Differential cross section for 1T 
' ,~ 0 0 

T p ->- '--' + 1'\. • The solid 

curves represent cosine P·Jwer-series fits fron1 Table I. 

Fig. 5. Coefficients A , fron1 Table I, of cosin·e power-series 
n 

. da /ds-2 = L An cos nO as a function of bcan1 rnomentun1; a 
n 

denotes Anderson, b Binford, c this experirnent, and 

d Schwartz. 

Fig. 6. Sigrna polarization 111 the fonn ail. P 6 vs :::: 0 c. rn. productio.1 

angle for the n - beam rn01nentum intervals shown. 

Fig. 7. a.A PI; for the forward 2:: 0 production hemisphere nunus 

aA PE for the backward hemisphere as a function of pion bcarn 

momentum. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work" Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A" Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B" Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report" 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






